Foodservice
Operations
Management
Automating Your
Foodservice Operation

Success in foodservice comes down to three basic components: customer
satisfaction, quality of products delivered, and cost. These basic elements
should be the focus of an effective software solution. Computrition’s
Foodservice Operations Management software (FOM) can deliver these
dynamics like no other system can.
Computrition has set the industry standard for quality and effectiveness
by offering a wide array of products and services that help you efficiently
plan, organize, and manage your operations. Our FOM software
delivers boundless management features, providing accessibility to
valuable information virtually impossible to access in a non-automated
environment.
By implementing our system, immediate process improvements allow
you to maintain accurate inventory levels, administer effective menu
programs, reduce food waste and achieve an overall cost savings.
On average, our customers save between 5 to 25% on food and supply
costs through cost-control functions that include, but not limited
to, reduction in standing inventory, elimination of over- and underproduction and just-in-time ordering.

Since implementing
the FOM production
module, food waste
has gone down to 3%
and Shea Medical
Center has achieved
an overall savings of
$750,000-$800,000

With FOM’s Features*, You Have the Ability to...
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•
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•
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Leverage the power of an
integrated system that eliminates
redundant data entry
Analyze nutrient information at the
food item, recipe, and menu level
Scale recipe and menu amounts
according to production needs
Implement order entry interfaces
with major vendors
Globally search and replace
ingredients in your recipes
Globally search and replace
recipes in your menus
Update vendor item prices
automatically that reflect costs at
the food item, recipe, and menu
level
Determine the cost changes of a
food item over time
Ensure proper food handling
using the integrated HACCP
functionality
Assign menu total counts to
selected menus
Add ability to print nutrition facts
labels for recipes
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Store a history of post meal counts
to assist in forecasting future
production and order amounts
Automate perpetual or just-intime inventory
Determine inventory values
Create pullsheets and inventory
worksheets
Track incoming and outgoing
requisitions
Generate purchase orders
Determine the items to order
based on menu requirements
Confirm orders and generate a
report showing discrepancies
between what was ordered and
what will be received
Automate a central production/
kitchen environment
Generate multi-site roll-up reports
Merge information from a master
set of data out to sites
Customize, filter, and save reports
in a variety of formats such as PDF,
Excel, and HTML

*Features may vary by module and Computrition, Inc. retains the right to alter configurations of systems offered.

Resources

Our FOM solutions
can be customized for
any size foodservice
environment and
comes in the following
packages:
XPRESS
A basic suite of modules that can
assist small capacity operations to
automate ingredient, recipe, and
menu functions.
SELECT
An advanced solution
incorporating all Xpress
functionality and includes
additional features such as
electronic ordering, requisitions,
and inventory.
PROFESSIONAL
A premier solution for multi-site
operations that contains all the
functionalities of both Xpress and
Select, with extra features for rollup reporting, central production/
kitchen, and data merging (from a
master set of data to sites).

Add-on Modules:
•

Computrition offers professionals the opportunity
to leverage the power of obtaining tangible insight

•

through our Resources at http://www.computrition.

•

com/resources/. Visit the page today to get
information about our user conferences, software
product demos, customer success videos, case

•
•
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studies, eBooks, the Fusion newsletter, customer
webinars, and more!
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